Annex III: Supplementary Figures and Links to Tables

Supplementary Figure 1. Richness maps of primary regions of diversity of crop commodities. (A) Primary regions of diversity of 42 crop commodities assessed
in food supplies; and (B) Primary regions of diversity of 116 crop commodities assessed in production systems. Scale is number of crops; darker colors represent
regions where numerous primary regions of diversity of crops overlap.
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Supplementary Figure 2A. Circular plots indicating the importance of primary regions of diversity as sources of crops comprising (A) calories in national food supplies,
averaged over 2009-2011. For recipient data, regional food supply values (kcal/capita/day) were formed per variable by deriving a weighted average across countries
comprising each region, with national values weighted by population. For countries within regions, see Supplementary Table 7. Region names are shortened in the
figures; IOI = Indian Ocean Islands, ANZ = Australia and New Zealand, and C. America = Central America and Mexico. The direction of the importance contribution is
indicated by both the origin region’s color and a gap between the connecting line and the destination region’s segment. The magnitude of contribution is indicated
by the width of the connecting line. Because the line width is nonlinearly adapted to the curvature, it corresponds to the contribution size only at the start and end
points. Figures on the left (1) display only the most significant contributions (i.e., 95th percentile) for visibility; figures on the right (2) display all contributions.
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Supplementary Figure 2B. Circular plots indicating the importance of primary regions of diversity as sources of crops comprising (B) protein in national food supplies,
averaged over 2009-2011. For recipient data, regional food supply values (g/capita/day) were formed per variable by deriving a weighted average across countries
comprising each region, with national values weighted by population. For countries within regions, see Supplementary Table 7. Region names are shortened in the
figures; IOI = Indian Ocean Islands, ANZ = Australia and New Zealand, and C. America = Central America and Mexico. The direction of the importance contribution is
indicated by both the origin region’s color and a gap between the connecting line and the destination region’s segment. The magnitude of contribution is indicated
by the width of the connecting line. Because the line width is nonlinearly adapted to the curvature, it corresponds to the contribution size only at the start and end
points. Figures on the left (1) display only the most significant contributions (i.e., 95 th percentile) for visibility; figures on the right (2) display all contributions.
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Supplementary Figure 2C. Circular plots indicating the importance of primary regions of diversity as sources of crops comprising (C) fat in national food supplies,
averaged over 2009-2011. For recipient data, regional food supply values (g/capita/day) were formed per variable by deriving a weighted average across countries
comprising each region, with national values weighted by population. For countries within regions, see Supplementary Table 7. Region names are shortened in the
figures; IOI = Indian Ocean Islands, ANZ = Australia and New Zealand, and C. America = Central America and Mexico. The direction of the importance contribution is
indicated by both the origin region’s color and a gap between the connecting line and the destination region’s segment. The magnitude of contribution is indicated
by the width of the connecting line. Because the line width is nonlinearly adapted to the curvature, it corresponds to the contribution size only at the start and end
points. Figures on the left (1) display only the most significant contributions (i.e., 95th percentile) for visibility; figures on the right (2) display all contributions.
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Supplementary Figure 2D. Circular plots indicating the importance of primary regions of diversity as sources of crops comprising (D) food weight in national food
supplies, averaged over 2009-2011. For recipient data, regional food supply values (g/capita/day) were formed per variable by deriving a weighted average across
countries comprising each region, with national values weighted by population. For countries within regions, see Supplementary Table 7. Region names are shortened
in the figures; IOI = Indian Ocean Islands, ANZ = Australia and New Zealand, and C. America = Central America and Mexico. The direction of the importance contribution
is indicated by both the origin region’s color and a gap between the connecting line and the destination region’s segment. The magnitude of contribution is indicated
by the width of the connecting line. Because the line width is nonlinearly adapted to the curvature, it corresponds to the contribution size only at the start and end
points. Figures on the left (1) display only the most significant contributions (i.e., 95 th percentile) for visibility; figures on the right (2) display all contributions.
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Supplementary Figure 2E. Circular plots indicating the importance of primary regions of diversity as sources of crops comprising (E) production quantity in national
production systems, averaged over 2009-2011. For recipient data, regional production values were formed by summing values across countries for each variable. For
countries within regions, see Supplementary Table 7. Region names are shortened in the figures; IOI = Indian Ocean Islands, ANZ = Australia and New Zealand, C.
America = Central America and Mexico, Car = Caribbean, and Pac = Tropical Pacific Region. The direction of the importance contribution is indicated by both the
origin region’s color and a gap between the connecting line and the destination region’s segment. The magnitude of contribution is indicated by the width of the
connecting line. Because the line width is nonlinearly adapted to the curvature, it corresponds to the contribution size only at the start and end points. Figures on
the left (1) display only the most significant contributions (i.e., 95th percentile) for visibility; figures on the right (2) display all contributions.
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Supplementary Figure 2F. Circular plots indicating the importance of primary regions of diversity as sources of crops comprising (F) harvested area in national
production systems, averaged over 2009-2011. For recipient data, regional production values were formed by summing values across countries for each variable. For
countries within regions, see Supplementary Table 7. Region names are shortened in the figures; IOI = Indian Ocean Islands, ANZ = Australia and New Zealand, C.
America = Central America and Mexico, Car = Caribbean, and Pac = Tropical Pacific Region. The direction of the importance contribution is indicated by both the
origin region’s color and a gap between the connecting line and the destination region’s segment. The magnitude of contribution is indicated by the width of the
connecting line. Because the line width is nonlinearly adapted to the curvature, it corresponds to the contribution size only at the start and end points. Figures on
the left (1) display only the most significant contributions (i.e., 95th percentile) for visibility; figures on the right (2) display all contributions.
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Supplementary Figure 2G. Circular plots indicating the importance of primary regions of diversity as sources of crops comprising (G) production value in national
production systems, averaged over 2009-2011. For recipient data, regional production values were formed by summing values across countries for each variable. For
countries within regions, see Supplementary Table 7. Region names are shortened in the figures; IOI = Indian Ocean Islands, ANZ = Australia and New Zealand, C.
America = Central America and Mexico, Car = Caribbean, and Pac = Tropical Pacific Region. The direction of the importance contribution is indicated by both the
origin region’s color and a gap between the connecting line and the destination region’s segment. The magnitude of contribution is indicated by the width of the
connecting line. Because the line width is nonlinearly adapted to the curvature, it corresponds to the contribution size only at the start and end points. Figures on
the left (1) display only the most significant contributions (i.e., 95th percentile) for visibility; figures on the right (2) display all contributions.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Importance of primary regions of diversity of crops in contribution to global aggregate
food supplies [(A) calories, (B) protein, (C) fat, and (D) food weight] and total global production systems [(E)
production quantity, (F) harvested area, and (G) production value], averaged over 2009-2011.
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Supplementary Figure 4. Correlation within countries in regard to dependence on crops of “foreign” primary regions of diversity in (A) food supplies variables, and
(B) production systems variables as a modeled mean between minimum and maximum dependence per country, 2009-2011. Dependence scale is degree of
dependence (1 = completely dependent).
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Supplementary Figure 5. Correlation within countries in regard to dependence on crops of “foreign” primary regions of diversity between food supplies and
production systems [(A) production quantity, (B) harvested area, and (C) gross production value] variables, as a modeled mean between minimum and maximum
dependence per country, 2009-2011. Dependence scale is degree of dependence (1 = completely dependent).
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Supplementary Figure 6. Slope of change in dependence from 1961-2009 on crops of “foreign” primary regions
of diversity in regard to national food supplies [(A) calories, (B) protein, (C) fat, and (D) food weight] and from
1961-2011 for national production systems [(E) production quantity, (F) harvested area, and (G) production
value], measured as change in the modeled mean value between minimum and maximum dependence for each
country in each year for each variable.
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Supplementary Figure 7. Eco-geographic regions utilized in the analysis. See Supplementary Table 6 for a list of
countries per region.
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The following supplementary tables contain extensive information on dependence metrics per
country and importance metrics per crop. These multi-sheet tables are too large to be
reproduced in the supplementary information of this document. They are permanently
available on figshare at http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.1536276.
Supplementary Table 2. Estimated percent dependence on crops of “foreign” primary regions
of diversity in national food supplies and production systems. Data includes the raw minimum
and maximum dependence values across 2009-2011 per country, and the mean value
between minimum and maximum per country across these years, as well as modeled mean
values and variation metrics as estimated in a Bayesian framework using an interval-censored
response variable bounded between minimum and maximum dependence estimates.
Supplementary Table 3. Change in dependence on crops of “foreign” primary regions of
diversity in national food supplies, 1961-2009. Data includes minimum and maximum
dependence values for each variable for each country in each year, as well as slopes of change
and variation metrics over the time period as estimated in a Bayesian framework using an
interval-censored response variable bounded between minimum and maximum dependence
estimates. Year was centered at 1985 for modeling purposes, thus model intercepts represent
mean dependence in this year.
Supplementary Table 4. Change in dependence on crops of “foreign” primary regions of
diversity in national production systems, 1961-2011. Data includes minimum and maximum
dependence values for each variable for each country in each year, as well as slopes of change
and variation metrics over the time period as estimated in a Bayesian framework using an
interval-censored response variable bounded between minimum and maximum dependence
estimates. Year was centered at 1985 for modeling purposes, thus model intercepts represent
mean dependence in this year.
Supplementary Table 5. Relevance of crop commodities in national food supplies and
production systems, 2009-2011. Importance by quantiles: crops were assigned importance
individually for each variable into 10% quantiles, from 1 (low importance) to 10 (high), based
upon their global aggregate (food supplies) and total global production values. Data also
includes the number of countries counting the crop within food supplies/production systems
(>0) for each variable, as well as the number of these countries in which the crop is important
(i.e. within the top 90% of food supply/production system variable). Within these importance
counts, the number of foreign (i.e., countries whose location do not overlap with the primary
regions of diversity of the crop) countries and native countries are listed. In addition, details
on coverage in Annex 1 of the Plant Treaty are provided for each crop.
Supplementary Table 6. Crop commodities and eco-geographic regions assessed in food
supplies and production systems analyses.
Supplementary Table 7. Countries and eco-geographic regions assessed in food supplies and
production systems analyses.
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